We discuss a simple rephase-invariant parametrization of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing matrix V which easily generalizes to more than three generations and which we believe to be suitable as a phenomenological standard. Our independent parameters are the magnitudes~V;~with i &ct and the phase of plaquettes, arg( V; V, eV;eV, * ), where j =i +1, @=a+1,and j &il. The detailed discussion includes consequences of unitarity constraints, modifications in cases of degenerate quark masses, and the relation of Jarlskog's invariant functions of mass matrices. We reexpress the CP-violation phenomenology of the K-K and B-B systems in this rephase-invariant formalism. We exhibit a fourth-generation scenario where the top-quark mass need not be large even in the presence of large Bd-Bd mixing.
case is well understood. We are motivated to address this issue again mainly by curiosity on how the threegeneration description generalizes to n generations.
Here the situation is much less clear.
The description we oA'er does work in the n & n case, is reasonably simple and straightforward, and uses as raw material the quantities directly emergent from phenomenology. We believe it to be an especially suitable candidate for standardization of the phenomenology.
Our main suggestion is to replace the usual description of the Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix in terms of generalized Euler angles by a description using moduli of matrix elements and plaquette phases, defined below.
The name "plaquette" is motivated by a rough analogy to gauge theories; the rephasing transformations play a role analogous to gauge transformations. As the definition suggests, the plaquette phases are then analogous to the field strengths of gauge theories.
In the next section we present the general description.
In Sec. III we present details of the argument. In Sec.
IV we discuss the cases of three and four generations. A graphical method used to describe unitarity constraints is discussed in Sec. V We furthermore define plaques as = V; VjpVpVJ'
As we demonstrate later, any observable consisting of a product of Vs and V"s can be written as a product of plaquettes, possibly multiplied by a product of~V; and possibly divided by another product of~V;~. ( The number of independent real parameters characterizing the (unitary) V is n . Of these, n (n -1)/2 are "angle" parameters (this being the number of independent parameters for n &Cn real rotations). Of the 2n possible rephasings of the quark fields, one (a common phase change of all 2n quark fields) leaves V invariant. Hence the number of independent "phase" variables is n --(2n -1) = n (n -1) (n -1)(n -2) (10) a remotely possible twofold ambiguity in its solution.
(8) When we reach the nth row, the same procedure again may be used to determine~V ""~. However V""~w as already determined in step 2 without ambiguity. Thus no additional ambiguity is introduced at this stage, and it can be expected that the overall degree of ambiguity will, if present at all, be reduced. A highly conservative statement is that there is at most a 2" fold ambiguity in reconstructing the KM matrix from the input data. However, as long as the off-diagonal elements are as small as those seen experimentally, there will in fact be no ambiguity at all.
This completes the general argument on reconstruction of all KM parameters from the input parameters.
In the next section we will explicitly show how the procedure works for the three-and four-generation cases. In the case for four generations we proceed in a similar way. Again it will be convenient to choose phases such that the phases of plaquettes of interest are directly related to phases of the KM matrix elements in the upper right-hand corner; i.e. , V"b, V"z, and V,z. We shall choose those such that their neighbors are real and positive. Specifically, the proposed generalization of the preceding section is as follows.
(1) Choose V"d, V""V, 21, and Vr21 real and positive. It appears that invariance under Eq. (28) can be likened to redefinition of fields and not to an underlying internal symmetry. A lucid example is the case of multiple scalar fields P'=(P', . . . , P") with a P interaction. (52) e I~2 --e 2mgp(K IH'In)(n IH'IK )
It follows that
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